Members – Council Assessment Panel
CITY OF MARION

NOTICE OF
COUNCIL ASSESSMENT PANEL MEETING

Notice is hereby given that a Council Assessment Panel Meeting will be held:

Wednesday 6 March 2019
Commencing at 6.30 p.m.
Committee Room 1 & 2
Council Administration Centre
245 Sturt Road, Sturt

A copy of the Agenda for the meeting is attached. Meetings are open to the public and
interested members of the community are welcome to attend. Access to the CAP
Meeting is via the main entrance to the Administration building, 245 Sturt Road, Sturt.

Alex Wright
ASSESSMENT MANAGER
26 February 2019

Note: The plans contained in this Agenda are subject to copyright and should not be
copied without authorisation.

CITY OF MARION
COUNCIL ASSESSMENT PANEL AGENDA
FOR MEETING TO BE HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 6 MARCH 2019
COMMENCING AT 6.30PM
1.1

OPEN MEETING
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1.3
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IN ATTENDANCE

2.
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2.1

41 CEDAR AVENUE, WARRADALE
Two single storey detached dwellings
Report Reference: CAP060319 - 2.1.......................................................................... ......... .1

2.2

47 DUNORLAN ROAD, EDWARDSTOWN
The construction of an addition to an existing building (general industry), and associated
fencing
Report Reference: CAP060319 – 2.2 .........................................................................
34

2.3

459 CROSS ROAD SOUTH PLYMPTON – CONFIDENTIAL ITEM
One two storey residential flat building comprising three dwellings, with associated
landscaping and masonry fence up to 1.2 metres in height
Report Reference: CAP060319 - 2.3..........................................................................
66

3.

OTHER BUSINESS

3.1

APPEALS UPDATE

3.2

POLICY OBSERVATIONS

4.

CONFIRMATION OF THE COUNCIL DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT PANEL MEETING
HELD ON 6 MARCH 2019

5.

MEETING CLOSURE
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REPORT REFERENCE: CAP060319 – 2.1
CITY OF MARION
COUNCIL ASSESSMENT PANEL AGENDA
FOR MEETING TO BE HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 6th MARCH 2019
Originating Officer:

David Case
Development Officer - Planning

Applicant:

Mirage Homes SA Pty Ltd

Development Description:

Two single storey detached dwellings

Site Location:

41 Cedar Avenue, Warradale

Zone:

Residential Zone

Policy Area:

Northern Policy Area 13

Application Type:

Category 2 / Merit

Lodgement Date:

07/11/2018

Development Plan:

Consolidated – 20th February 2018

Referrals:

Development Engineer (Internal Council)

Delegations Policy:

1.4.1.2 - Any ‘merit’ application that has undergone
Category 2 or Category 3 public notification where at
least one representor has expressed opposition to
the proposed development and has expressed their
desire to be heard by the Panel.

Application No:

100/2018/2104

Recommendation:

That Development Plan Consent be GRANTED
subject to conditions

CATEGORISATION
The subject application is a Category 2 form of development by virtue of the Public Notification section
of the Residential Zone of the Marion Council Development Plan which assigns development that has
a wall (excluding retaining wall) for residential development which exceeds a length of 8 metres and/or
exceeds a height of 3 metres (above natural ground level) abutting a side or rear property boundary
as Category 2 development. In this instance, Dwelling x proposed a wall exceeding 8 metres in length
on the boundary.

BACKGROUND
An application for Two Single Storey Detached Dwellings was granted Development Plan Consent
on 14th February 2018 (100/0049/2018), as the application did not comprise walls on boundary that
exceeded 8 metres in length or 3 metres in height, the application was assessed as Category 1 with
approval subsequently being granted under delegated authorisation.
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An application for land division of the subject land was granted Development Approval on 29th May
2018 (100/D120/2018) and formally registered with the LTO on 22 February 2019.
At the time of Category 2 public notification the application proposed 2 separate single storey
dwellings on the same allotment and were therefore defined as ‘dwellings’ rather than ‘detached
dwellings’.
SUBJECT LAND & LOCALITY
The subject land is located at 41 Cedar Avenue, Warradale. Each allotment comprises a frontage to
Cedar Avenue of 9.14 metres, a depth of 38.18 metres and an overall allotment area of 348.9 square
metres. The subject land has currently been cleared of the former single storey detached dwelling
with associated ancillary outbuilding.
The land is relatively flat, comprising a slight to modest gradient of approximately 40 centimetres from
north to south on the allotment, with the higher portion of the land abutting the street frontage to the
south. There is no vegetation remaining on the site. The land is currently able to be accessed by an
existing crossover point adjacent the eastern boundary, which is proposed to be retained to enable
access to the proposed eastern dwelling.
The locality consists of a varied pattern of development, comprising a mix of existing detached
dwellings constructed in the post Second World War period during the 1950s; with more recent
development tending to comprise development at a higher density including detached and semi—
detached dwellings with several row dwellings being visible within the locality. Contemporary
development also features examples of two-storey development, further modifying and transforming
the character of the locality.

Refer Attachments I & II
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The application proposes to construct two single storey detached dwellings, each incorporating a wall
on the eastern side boundary, it is noted that the western proposed dwelling (Dwelling 1) incorporates
a wall on the proposed eastern boundary. Each allotment proposes a minimum site area of 349.15
square metres, a frontage of 9.14 metres and a depth of 38.18 metres.
Each dwelling features three bedrooms (main with ensuite and walk through robe), together with a
separate living room; the rear of each dwelling features a commodious open area comprising a
combined family and dining room opening out from a kitchen area with separate pantry.
Minimal earthworks are proposed to achieve a bench level of 100.100 for the western dwelling and a
bench level of 100.150 for the eastern dwelling. The Engineered Site Plan depicts a concrete retaining
wall/plinth of 500mm high to the western boundary and a concrete retaining wall/plinth of 300mm high
to the eastern boundary to enable the proposed bench levels and finished floor levels (FFL) to be
achieved. The proposed finished floor levels were referred to Engineering to gain an understanding
of required floor heights to ensure stormwater integrity, a minimum FFL of 100.25 was advised, with
a surrounding path setdown of 150mm required.
The street tree situated within the nature strip has previously been approved for removal with the
applicable fee having already been paid to Council, this will ensure opportunity for a new crossover
to be constructed to service the western dwelling with the eastern dwelling being serviced by the
existing crossover.
Refer Attachment III
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Properties notified:

13 properties were notified during the Category 2 public notification
process.

Representations:

1 representation was received by Council.

Persons wishing to be
heard:

Mr Andrew Boucher

Summary of
representations:
Applicant’s response:

A summary of the representations raised forms Attachment IV
The applicant has chosen not to provide a response but directed
Council administration to present the application to the next
available CAP meeting.

INTERNAL DEPARTMENT COMMENTS
Engineering:

Flood Assessment: To mitigate flood inundation in a 1:100 ARI
event utilising the Tonkin Flood mapping guidelines set FFL 100.25
and a surrounding path set down of a minimum 150mm is required.
Stormwater requirements: It is recommended a 3000lt retention
tank to be connected to 80% of roof area and connected to both the
laundry and toilet.
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ZONE & POLICY AREA ASSESSMENT
The relevant objectives, desired character and principles of development control of the Residential
Zone and Northern Policy Area 13 are listed in the following table and discussed in further detail
below:
Residential Zone
Objectives
1 An attractive residential zone comprising a range of dwelling types including a minimum of 15 per cent affordable
housing.
2 Increased dwelling densities in close proximity to centres, public and community transport routes and public open
spaces.

Northern Policy Area 13
Objectives
1 A policy area primarily comprising low scale, low to medium density housing.
2 Development near industrial or commercial areas located and designed to minimise potential adverse impacts from
non-residential activities.
3 Development that minimises the impact of garaging of vehicles on the character of the locality.
4 Development densities that support the viability of community services and infrastructure.
5 Development that reflects good residential design principles.
6 Development that contributes to the desired character of the policy area.

Desired Character
This policy area encompasses established residential areas in the central and northern parts of the City of Marion (north
of Seacombe Road).
The character of streetscapes varies throughout the policy area depending on the era of the original housing, but the
prevailing character is derived from single-storey detached dwellings, with a range of other dwelling types scattered
throughout.
The desired character is an attractive residential environment containing low to medium density dwellings of a variety of
architectural styles at a higher density and generally a lesser setback from the primary road frontage compared to that
typical of the original dwelling stock in the area. The overall character of the built form will gradually improve, while the
range of dwelling types will increase to meet a variety of accommodation needs.
Development should seek to promote cohesive streetscapes whilst allowing for a variety in housing forms and styles,
such as buildings of up to two storeys, provided that the impact of the additional height and bulk does not adversely
impact upon the amenity of adjacent land and the locality.
Amalgamation of properties is desirable where it will facilitate appropriately designed medium-density development.
Development should not result in the removal of mature street trees in a road reserve that contribute positively to the
landscape character of the locality.

PDC 1

The following forms of development are envisaged in the policy area:
▪ affordable housing
▪ dwelling including a residential flat building
▪ supported accommodation.

Satisfies
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PDC 2

Development should not be undertaken unless it is consistent with
the desired character for the policy area.

Satisfies

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT
The relevant principles of development control from the Marion Council Development Plan are listed
and assessed in the following table:
Principles of Development Control:

Assessment:

Site Coverage
Dwellings should be designed to have a maximum site coverage of
40 per cent of the allotment area
Northern Policy Area 13: PDC 4

Site coverage should not exceed the amount specified by the
relevant policy area unless it is demonstrated that doing so:
(a) would not be contrary to the relevant setback and private open
space provisions
(b) would not adversely affect the amenity of adjoining properties
(c) would not conflict with other relevant criteria of this Development
Plan.
Residential Zone: PDC 9

Site coverage should ensure sufficient space is provided for:
(a) pedestrian and vehicle access and vehicle parking
(b) domestic storage
(c) outdoor clothes drying
(d) rainwater tanks
(e) private open space and landscaping
(f) convenient storage of household waste and recycling
receptacles.

Site coverage:
Does Not Satisfy
The covered floor area is 177.27m2 for both
Dwelling 1 and Dwelling 2, which equates to a site
coverage of 50%. This is beyond the 40%
maximum site coverage Principle of Development
Control in the Development Plan within the
Residential Zone, Northern Policy Area 13.

Satisfies
(a) The dwellings are proposed to be setback 6
metres from the primary street front boundary to
the front face of the dwelling. This is consistent
with the Development Plan Consent for 2 single
storey dwellings that was approved in February
2018.
(b) It is not considered that the proposed setback
would create any adverse consequence to
adjoining properties.

Satisfies
The proposal provides sufficient space for vehicle
access and parking, domestic storage, outdoor
clothes drying, rainwater tanks, POS, landscaping
and waste storage.

General Section: Residential Development: PDC 14

Except within the Suburban Activity Node Zone, a minimum of 20
per cent of the area of the development site should be pervious,
remain undeveloped and be free from driveways, car parking areas,
paved areas and other like surfaces.
General Section: Residential Development: PDC 15

Satisfies
89m2 or 25%
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Private Open Space
Dwellings should include POS that conforms to the requirements
identified in the following table:
Site area of
dwelling

Minimum area
of POS

175 square
metres or
greater

20 per cent of
site area

Satisfies
80m2 or 22.9% (per dwelling)

Provisions
Balconies, roof patios, decks and the like,
can comprise part of this area provided
the area of each is 10 square metres or
greater and they have a minimum
dimension of 2 metres.
One part of the space should be directly
accessible from a living room and have
an area equal to or greater than 10 per
cent of the site area with a minimum
dimension of 5 metres and a maximum
gradient of 1-in-10.
The remainder of the space should have
a minimum dimension of 2.5 metres.

Residential Zone: PDC 7

Private open space should be provided for exclusive use by
residents of each dwelling, and should be
sited and designed:
(a) to be accessed directly from the internal living rooms of the
dwelling
(b) to be generally at ground level (other than for dwellings without
ground level internal living rooms)
(c) to be located to the side or rear of a dwelling and screened for
privacy
(d) to take advantage of, but not adversely affect, natural features of
the site
(e) to minimise overlooking from adjacent buildings
(f) to achieve separation from bedroom windows on adjacent sites
(g) to have a northerly aspect to provide for comfortable year round
use
(h) to not be significantly shaded during winter by the associated
dwelling or adjacent development
(i) to be partly shaded in summer
(j) to minimise noise or air quality impacts that may arise from
traffic, industry or other business activities within the locality
(k) to have sufficient area and shape to be functional, taking into
consideration the location of the dwelling, and the dimension and
gradient of the site.
General Section: Residential Development: PDC 16

Satisfies
a) All POS areas are directly accessible from the
internal living rooms of the dwelling.
b) All POS is located at ground level
c) All POS is located to the side/rear of the
dwellings and capable of being screened for
privacy.
d) The subject land does not maintain natural
features which warrant preservation.
e) The POS areas should not be directly
overlooked by adjacent buildings.
f) POS areas are not located next to bedrooms of
dwellings on adjacent sites.
g) The proposed POS areas maintain a northerly
aspect to provide for comfortable year round use.
h) The POS areas should not be significantly
shaded during winter by the associated dwelling or
adjacent development.
i) POS areas are capable of being shaded during
summer.
j) Traffic, industry or other business activities
should not affect the subject land.
k) The POS areas are considered to have
sufficient shape and area to be functional.

Private open space should not include:
(a) any area covered by a dwelling, carport, garage or outbuildings
(b) driveways, effluent drainage areas, rubbish bin storage areas,
site for rainwater tanks and other utility areas
(c) common areas such as parking areas and communal open
spaces
(d) any area at ground level at the front of the dwelling (forward of
the building line)
(e) any area at ground level with a dimension less than 2.5 metres
General Section: Residential Development: PDC 17

A minimum of 50 per cent of the private open space provided
should be open to the sky and free from verandas.
General Section: Residential Development: PDC 22

Satisfies
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Building Setbacks from Road Boundaries

General Section: Design and Appearance: PDC 21

Partially Satisfies
The Desired Character of the Northern Policy Area
13 anticipates that new development will
incorporate lesser front setbacks than the original
dwelling stock. The proposed front setback of 6.0
metres is considered to contribute positively to the
function, appearance and desired character of the
locality.

Except where specified in a particular zone, policy area or precinct
the main face of a building should be set back from the primary
road frontage in accordance with the following table:

Partially Satisfies
Dwelling 1: 6.0 metres
Dwelling 2: 6.0 metres

Except in areas where a new character is desired, the setback of
buildings from public roads should:
(a) be similar to, or compatible with, setbacks of buildings on
adjoining land and other buildings in the locality
(b) contribute positively to the function, appearance and/or desired
character of the locality.

(Dwellings on adjoining land set back
approximately 8.1 and 9.4 metres, which equals an
average setback of 8.75 metres)
PDC 21 outlines that setbacks of buildings from
the public road do not need to be
similar/compatible with buildings on adjoining land
when located in an area “where a new character is
desired”. The Northern Policy Area 13 anticipates
redevelopment of the existing dwelling stock at
higher densities with reduced front setbacks.
General Section: Design and Appearance: PDC 22

Dwellings should be setback from boundaries to provide adequate
visual privacy by separating habitable rooms from pedestrian and
vehicle movement.

Satisfies
Habitable rooms are adequately separated from
pedestrian and vehicle movement.

General Section: Residential Development: PDC 37

Side Setbacks
Minimum setback from side boundaries:

Satisfies

Where the wall height is not greater than 3 metres:
0.9 metres
Residential Zone: PDC 6

Maximum length and height when wall is located on side boundary:
(a) where the wall does not adjoin communal open space or a
public reserve – 8 metres in length and 3 metres in height
(b) where wall adjoins communal open space or a public reserve –
50 per cent of the length of the boundary and 4 metres in height.

Does Not Satisfy
The wall length along the boundary is 9.860
metres, whilst the The wall height on the boundary
is 3.050 metres above natural ground surface.

Residential Zone: PDC 6

Buildings should be sited with respect to side and rear property
boundaries to:
(a) maintain or enhance the amenity of adjoining properties in terms
of noise, privacy and sunlight
(b) minimise the impact of bulk and scale of development on
adjoining properties

Satisfies
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(c) maintain the character of the locality in regards to the patterns of
space between buildings (to the side and rear) and the opportunity
for landscaping.
General Section: Design and Appearance: PDC 2

Rear Setbacks
Minimum setback from rear boundary:
(a) 6 metres for single storey parts of the dwelling (where no wall
height exceeds 3 metres), but may be reduced to 3 metres for no
more than 50 per cent of the width of the rear boundary
(b) 8 metres for all other parts of the dwelling with a wall height
greater than 3 metres

Satisfies

Residential Zone: PDC 6

Buildings should be sited with respect to side and rear property
boundaries to:
(a) maintain or enhance the amenity of adjoining properties in terms
of noise, privacy and sunlight
(b) minimise the impact of bulk and scale of development on
adjoining properties
(c) maintain the character of the locality in regards to the patterns of
space between buildings (to the side and rear) and the opportunity
for landscaping.

Satisfies

General Section: Design and Appearance: PDC 2

Building Height
Maximum building height (from natural ground level):
2 storeys of not more than 9 metres

Satisfies

Residential Zone: PDC 6

Garages, Carports, Verandas and Outbuildings
Garages, carports, verandas and outbuildings should have a roof
form and pitch, building materials and detailing that complements
the associated dwelling.

Satisfies

General Section: Residential Development: PDC 10

Garages, carports, verandahs and outbuildings, whether
freestanding or not, should not dominate the streetscape and
(except where otherwise specified) be designed within the following
parameters:
General Section: Residential Development: PDC 12

Parameter
Maximum floor area

Value
60 square metres

Maximum wall or post
height

3 metres

Satisfies
Does Not Satisfy
The wall height on the boundary is 3.050 metres
above natural ground surface.
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Minimum setback from a
primary road frontage

Maximum length on the
boundary

Maximum frontage width
of garage or carport with
an opening facing the
street

Garages and carports; 5.5 metres and
at least 0.5 metres behind the main
face of the dwelling, or in line with the
main face of the dwelling if the
dwelling incorporates minor elements
such as projecting windows,
verandas, porticos, etc which provide
articulation to the building as it
presents to the street.
8 metres or 45 per cent of the length
on that boundary (whichever is the
lesser)

Satisfies

6 metres or 50 per cent of the width of
the front façade of the dwelling to
which the garage or carport is
associated (whichever is the lesser)

Satisfies

Carports and garages should be setback from road and building
frontages so as to:
(a) not adversely impact on the safety of road users
(b) provide safe entry and exit.

Does Not Satisfy
The wall length along the boundary is 9.860
metres.

Satisfies

General Section: Residential Development: PDC 13

Vehicle Parking
Development should provide off-street vehicle parking and
specifically marked accessible car parking places to meet
anticipated demand in accordance with Table Mar/2 - Off-street
Vehicle Parking Requirements.

Satisfies

General Section: Transportation & Access: PDC 34

Detached

2 per dwelling containing up to 3
bedrooms one of which is to be
covered.

Table Mar/2 - Off-street Vehicle Parking Requirements.

A minimum of one on-street car parking space should be provided
for every 2 allotments unless separately defined shared visitor
parking spaces exist on-site and at the same ratio (e.g. for group
dwellings or residential flat buildings).
General Section: Land Division: PDC 22

Partially Satisfied
Due to the siting of the existing street infrastructure
(stobie pole) alternative dwelling design and
access opportunities are severely restricted. An
approximate separation of 5.5 metres between
crossing places may support a small and medium
sized vehicle but is unlikely to accommodate a
larger sedan or SUV style of vehicle.

Access
The width of driveway crossovers serving single dwellings should
be minimised and have a maximum width of:
(a) 3 metres wide for a single driveway
(b) 5 metres wide for a double driveway.

Satisfies

General Section: Residential Development: PDC 39

Vehicle crossovers should be setback a minimum 2 metres from
existing street trees, and 1 metre from street infrastructure and
utilities (including stormwater side entry pits, stobie poles, street
signs, cable pits, pram ramps etc.).
General Section: Residential Development: PDC 40

Satisfies
The proposed crossovers are set back a minimum
of 1 metre from existing street infrastructure.
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The number of vehicle access points onto a public road should be
minimised and each access point should be a minimum of 6 metres
apart to maximise opportunities for on street parking.
General Section: Transportation and Access: PDC 28

Partially Satisfied
An approximate separation of 5.5 metres between
crossing places may support a small and medium
sized vehicle but is unlikely to accommodate a
larger sedan or SUV style of vehicle.

Design & Appearance
Buildings should reflect the desired character of the locality while
incorporating contemporary designs that have regard to the
following:
(a) building height, mass and proportion
(b) external materials, patterns, colours and decorative elements
(c) roof form and pitch
(d) façade articulation and detailing
(e) verandas, eaves, parapets and window screens.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 1

The external walls and roofs of buildings should not incorporate
highly reflective materials which will result in glare to neighbouring
properties, drivers or cyclists.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 3

Entries to dwellings or foyer areas should be clearly visible from the
street, or from access ways that they face, to enable visitors to
easily identify individual dwellings and entrance foyers.

Satisfies
The proposed dwellings reflect the desired
character of the locality, as they incorporate an
attractive presentation to the streetscape. The
dwelling façades incorporate the following
elements to enhance their design and appearance:
• Mixture of horizontal cladding and render on
the front façade
• Eave overhang and asymmetrical pitched roof
form at 34 and 16 degree slope
The dwellings incorporate a Colorbond roof in
Surfmist, with rendered facades. The garage of
each dwelling features Colorbond Panel lift door.
These materials should not result in glare to
neighbouring properties, drivers or cyclists.
On balance, the design and appearance of the
dwellings is considered to appropriately satisfy
relevant Development Plan criteria.

General Section: Residential Development: PDC 8

Dwellings should be designed and oriented to address the street by
presenting a front entrance door, porch/portico/veranda and
habitable room windows toward the primary street frontage
General Section: Residential Development: PDC 9

Relationship to the Street and Public Realm
Buildings (other than ancillary buildings, group dwellings or
buildings on allotments with a battle axe configuration) should be
designed so that the main façade faces the primary street frontage
of the land on which they are situated.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 13

Buildings, landscaping, paving and signage should have a
coordinated appearance that maintains and enhances the visual
attractiveness of the locality.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 14

Buildings should be designed and sited to avoid extensive areas of
uninterrupted walling facing areas exposed to public view.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 15

Building design should emphasise pedestrian entry points to
provide perceptible and direct access from public street frontages
and vehicle parking areas.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 16

Satisfies
The dwellings are designed so that their main
facade faces the primary street frontage,
presenting an entrance door, portico and habitable
windows to the street.
The elevations of the dwellings feature a mixture of
render, vertical and horizontal cladding,
fenestration and stepping to avoid extensive areas
of uninterrupted walling exposed to public view.
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Energy Efficiency
Development should provide for efficient solar access to buildings
and open space all year around.
General Section: Energy Efficiency: PDC 1

Buildings should be sited and designed:
(a) to ensure adequate natural light and winter sunlight is available
to the main activity areas of adjacent buildings
(b) so that open spaces associated with the main activity areas face
north for exposure to winter sun.

Satisfies
The dwellings are oriented so that their open
spaces and main activity areas face north for
exposure to winter sun, and thereby provide for
efficient solar access to open space all year
around.

General Section: Energy Efficiency: PDC 2

Development should facilitate the efficient use of photovoltaic cells
and solar hot water systems by:
(a) taking into account overshadowing from neighbouring buildings
(b) designing roof orientation and pitches to maximise exposure to
direct sunlight.

Satisfies
The dwellings incorporate a hipped roof form, upon
which solar collectors could be sited efficiently.

General Section: Energy Efficiency: PDC 3

Flooding
Development should not occur on land where the risk of flooding is
likely to be harmful to safety or damage property.
General Section: Hazards: PDC 4

Development should not be undertaken in areas liable to inundation
by tidal, drainage or flood waters unless the development can
achieve all of the following:
(a) it is developed with a public stormwater system capable of
catering for a 1-in-100 year average return interval flood event
(b) buildings are designed and constructed to prevent the entry of
floodwaters in a 1-in-100 year average return interval flood event.
General Section: Hazards: PDC 5

Satisfies
Council’s flood survey has identified that the
subject land may be subject to inundation in a 1 in
100 ARI flood event. Council’s Development
Engineer has confirmed that that the proposed
finished floor level should prevent the entry of
floodwaters in a 1-in-100 year average return
interval flood event.
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Landscaping, Fences and Walls
Development should incorporate open space and landscaping in
order to:
(a) complement built form and reduce the visual impact of larger
buildings (eg taller and broader plantings against taller and bulkier
building components)
(b) enhance the appearance of road frontages
(c) screen service yards, loading areas and outdoor storage areas
(d) minimise maintenance and watering requirements
(e) enhance and define outdoor spaces, including car parking areas
(f) provide shade and shelter
(g) assist in climate control within buildings
(h) maintain privacy
(i) maximise stormwater re-use
(j) complement existing native vegetation
(k) contribute to the viability of ecosystems and species
(l) promote water and biodiversity conservation.

Satisfies
Adequate space exists on the subject land to
enable landscaping with appropriate species to be
undertaken by the owners of the land.

General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 1

Landscaping should:
(a) include the planting of locally indigenous species where
appropriate
(b) be oriented towards the street frontage
(c) result in the appropriate clearance from powerlines and other
infrastructure being maintained.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 2

Landscaped areas along road frontages should have a width of not
less than 2 metres and be protected from damage by vehicles and
pedestrians.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 3

Fences and walls, including retaining walls, should:
(a) not result in damage to neighbouring trees
(b) be compatible with the associated development and with
existing predominant, attractive fences and walls in the locality
(c) enable some visibility of buildings from and to the street to
enhance safety and allow casual surveillance
(d) incorporate articulation or other detailing where there is a large
expanse of wall facing the street
(e) assist in highlighting building entrances
(f) be sited and limited in height, to ensure adequate sight lines for
motorists and pedestrians especially on corner sites
(g) in the case of side and rear boundaries, be of sufficient height to
maintain privacy and/or security without adversely affecting the
visual amenity or access to sunlight of adjoining land
(h) be constructed of non-flammable materials.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 5

Satisfies
The Engineered Site Plan depicts a retaining wall
of 0.5 metres on the western side of the subject
land and 0.3 metres on the eastern side. The
opportunity is afforded to the landowner to
construct a non-masonry fence to a maximum
height of 2.1 metres (total height) which will afford
privacy and separation between allotments.
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TABLE DISCUSSION
The proposal satisfies the majority of the applicable principles of development control contained within
the Marion Council Development Plan. However, the following non-compliances are noted and
discussed in further detail below:
•
•
•
•

Wall on boundary (Dwelling 1 and Dwelling 2)
Site coverage (Dwelling 1 and Dwelling 2)
Front Setback (Dwelling 1 and Dwelling 2)
Availability of on-street parking

Wall on boundary
The garage walls proposed on the eastern boundary of each allotment are beyond both the height
criteria and the length criteria specified within the Development Plan, hence the requirement that this
application was processed as a Category 2 application and notified in accordance with Council’s
Development Plan Residential Zone Public Notification Table The boundary walls are proposed on
the eastern boundary at the front of the dwelling which has a southern orientation. The effect of the
boundary wall will be of most consequence to the inhabitants of 43 Cedar Avenue as the boundary
wall is sited on their common western boundary. 43 Cedar Avenue is setback approximately 9.1
metres from the front wall of the dwelling to the street, hence the boundary wall will be visible and
exposed along the common boundary in the front yard for a distance of approximately 3.5 metres in
front of their dwelling. It is suggested that an appropriate condition be placed on any future consent
to ensure the boundary wall is finished in a professional manner, thus minimising any amenity impact
on adjoin properties. The opportunity will also exist for the occupiers of adjoining properties to plant
screening plants should they desire to shield the appearance of the boundary wall.
Site coverage
The proposed detached dwellings should have a maximum site coverage of 40%. Dwelling 1 and
Dwelling 2 both exceed this stated maximum, comprising a site coverage of 177.27 square metres or
approximately 50%. Although the site coverage is in excess of the maximum criteria specified within
the Development Plan the subject allotments are still afforded sufficient Private Open Space (POS)
and meet the rear setback principle. It is noted that the proposed development does not include either
rear covered verandahs or open pergolas to offer a shaded portion to the POS, should the occupiers
of the dwellings desire rear verandahs at some future time, the ‘Residential Code’ considers 60% site
coverage to be appropriate.
Front Setback
The proposed detached dwellings feature a setback of 6.0 metres from the primary street boundary
to the front wall of the dwelling, with associated under main roof garages featuring a further setback
of 0.4 metres to the garage door. The Northern Policy Area 13 desired character statement provides
for, generally a lesser setback from the primary road frontage compared to that typical of the original
dwelling stock in the area. So, whilst the proposed dwellings do not achieve the average of the
abutting allotments, they are considered to be in accord with the desired character of the policy area
and hence satisfy the intended objective for future development within the locality.
Availability of on-street parking
The Development Plan provides for a minimum of one on-street car parking space for every 2
allotments. An approximate separation of 5.5 metres will be available for parking of vehicles on-street.
Whilst this is less than the desired length of 6 metres, it is likely to support a small to medium sized
vehicle but is unlikely to accommodate a larger sedan or SUV style of vehicle. An existing stobie pole
and Telstra infrastructure pit constrain opportunity for alternative dwelling design, severely restricting
alternative access opportunities.
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REPRESENTOR’S CONCERNS
The concerns raised by the representor in relation to allotment frontage width and allotment site area
are noted. In this regard it is important to note that each allotment has already been considered and
supported by Council through the preceding land division and land use applications. Furthermore, it
is also worthy to note the Northern Policy Area 13 envisions minimum allotment sizes achieving a
frontage width of 9 metres an overall allotment size of 320 square metres in the form of semi-detached
dwellings and, pursuant to Schedule 4 2B of the Development Regulations this land falls within a
gazetted area that would facilitate detached dwellings on the before mentioned allotment dimensions.

ANALYSIS/CONCLUSION
The proposed development is considered to satisfy a majority of the relevant Objectives and
Principles of Development Control and is consistent with the Desired Character Statement of the
Northern Policy Area 13.
Assessment of the proposal has demonstrated that the subject land is capable of accommodating the
proposed dwellings together with the necessary POS for the continued enjoyment of future residents
of the dwellings. The shortfalls from stated quantitative measures expressed in the Development Plan
have been detailed and discussed within the report and are not considered to be of such magnitude
or consequence to create adverse circumstance that should render this proposal unsuitable for
approval. It is further considered that this proposed development is unlikely to unreasonably impact
on the owners or occupiers of land in the locality of the site of this development.
The built form is of a contemporary style, not dissimilar in appearance to other modern styles of
dwellings featured throughout the Northern Policy Area 13. The desired character of the policy area
is for replacement dwellings of a higher density than currently exist from the original housing stock
providing an attractive residential character.
As a result of the above considerations, it is my view that the proposed development is not seriously
at variance to the Marion Council Development Plan, in accordance with Section 35 (2) of the
Development Act 1993. Further, the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant
provisions of the Marion Council Development Plan, and warrants Development Plan Consent subject
to conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
Having considered all relevant planning matters in relation to the subject development
application:
(a)

The Panel note this report and concur with the findings and reasons for the
recommendation;

(b)

The Panel concur that the proposed development is not seriously at variance to the
Marion Council Development Plan, in accordance with Section 35 (2) of the Development
Act 1993; and

(c)

That Development Plan Consent for Development Application No: 100/2104/2018 for Two
single storey detached dwellings at 41 Cedar Avenue, Warradale subject to the following
conditions:

CONDITIONS
1.

The development shall proceed in accordance with the plans and details submitted with
and forming part of Development Application No. 100/2104/2018, except when varied by
the following conditions of consent.

2.

Any work proposed along the property boundaries is to be finished in a professional
manner, to the reasonable satisfaction of Council.

3.

Stormwater from the structure approved herein shall be collected and directed into a
detention tank (or tanks) which are sized and installed in accordance with the
specifications contained in Council’s information guide titled “Stormwater Detention”, to
the reasonable satisfaction of the Council.
Note: A copy of the information guide can be viewed at the City of Marion webpage.

4.

The stormwater collection and disposal system shall be connected to the street
watertable (inclusive of any system that connects to the street watertable via detention or
rainwater tanks) immediately following roof completion and gutter and downpipe
installation.

5.

All car parking, driveways and vehicle manoeuvring areas shall be constructed of
concrete or paving bricks and drained in accordance with recognised engineering
practices prior to occupation of the premises.

NOTES
1.

Dust emissions from the site during construction shall be controlled by a dust
suppressant or by watering regularly to the reasonable satisfaction of the Council.

2.

All runoff and stormwater from the subject site during the construction phase must be
either contained on site or directed through a temporary sediment trap or silt fence, prior
to discharge to the stormwater system, to the reasonable satisfaction of the Council.
(Acceptable ways of controlling silt and runoff during construction can be found in the
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Code of Practice issued by the Environment Protection
Authority).
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3.

All hard waste must be stored on-site in such a manner so as to prevent any materials
entering the stormwater system either by wind or water action.

4.

Vehicle crossovers should be setback a minimum 2 metres from existing street trees, and
1 metre from street infrastructure and utilities (including stormwater side entry pits, stobie
poles, street signs, cable pits, pram ramps etc.).

5.

Any portion of Council’s infrastructure damaged as a result of work undertaken on the
allotment or associated with the allotment must be repaired/reinstated to Council’s
satisfaction at the developer’s expense.

6.

Any existing driveway crossovers that become redundant as a result of a development
must be reinstated to match the existing kerb profile along the road frontage of the
property.

Attachments
Attachment I:
Attachment II:
Attachment III:
Attachment IV:

Certificate of Title
Aerial Photograph
Proposal Plan and supporting documentation
Statement of Representations
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REPORT REFERENCE: CAP060319 – 2.2
CITY OF MARION
COUNCIL ASSESSMENT PANEL AGENDA
FOR MEETING TO BE HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 6 MARCH 2019
Originating Officer:

Kai Wardle
Development Officer - Planning

Applicant:

Mr George Majda

Development Description:

The construction of an addition to an existing
building (general industry), and associated fencing

Site Location:

47 Dunorlan Road, Edwardstown

Zone:

Industry Zone

Policy Area:

Industry/Commerce Policy Area 5

Precinct:

Precinct 4 Industry Interface

Application Type:

Category 2 / Merit

Lodgement Date:

09/07/2018

Development Plan:

Consolidated – 20 February 2018

Referrals:

Nil

Delegations Policy:

4.1.2 Any ‘merit’ application that has undergone
Category 2 or Category 3 public notification where at
least one representor has expressed opposition to
the proposed development and has expressed their
desire to be heard by the Panel.

Application No:

100/2018/1244

Recommendation:

That Development Plan Consent be GRANTED
subject to conditions

CATEGORISATION
The subject application is a Category 2 form of development by virtue of Schedule 9 – 18(c) of the
Development Regulations 2008, which assigns a building in a situation referred to in clause 6 of the
Schedule where the site of the proposed development is adjacent land to land in a zone under the
relevant Development Plan which is different to the zone that applies to the site of the development
as Category 2 development. The situation referred to in clause 6 of the Schedule is (g): the
construction of a building for the purposes of, or a change of use to, general industry in a General
Industry zone or Industry Zone as delineated in the relevant Development Plan.
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SUBJECT LAND & LOCALITY
The subject land is 47 Dunorlan Road, Edwardstown (Lot 112). The land is generally flat, and
demonstrates a site area of 751 square metres, from a frontage width of 18.29 metres and a site
depth of 41.07 metres.
The subject land is located in southern Edwardstown, on the western edge of an industrial area. It is
adjoined by residential development immediately to the west, but industrial land uses to the north
and south. The adjoining land to the east is currently a residential maisonette, however is located
within the Industry Zone which extends to the east of the subject land.

Figure 1: Locality
map with inset from
Map Mar/6 of the
Development Plan
which shows the
surrounding zoning.

The subject land incorporates an existing sawtooth industrial building of up to 6.07 metres in height,
which is constructed to both side boundaries for a significant length. An office addition and off-street
parking are located forwards of the main building. An external yard area is presently located to the
rear of the main building and used for the storage of miscellaneous materials. Access to the land is
obtained via an existing crossover which spans the full width of the subject land.
A sign writing business, Signs of the Time, operates at the premises and uses the main building as
a workshop for sign printing, finishing and fitting. Approval for the current use was granted in 2006,
and the business has been operating at the premises since approximately that time.
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Figure 2: (clockwise from top) Existing view of the subject land from the streetscape; Existing view towards the
subject land from the rear yard of 49A Dunorlan photographed in the afternoon; Existing extent of walling on the
western boundary photographed in the afternoon.

Because of the subject land’s location adjacent the Residential Zone, the Development Plan seeks
for particular attention to be drawn to minimising the adverse impacts of industrial activities on
adjoining residential uses.
Refer Attachments I & II
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
The proposed development involves the construction of an addition to the rear of the main building,
enclosing the majority of the existing open rear yard. The addition is constructed to the eastern
boundary and the majority of the northern boundary. The addition is to function in association with
the existing use of the premises, forming additional enclosed storage area for signage and other
related materials. A portion of the open rear yard in the north-western corner of the subject land is
to remain open and to be used infrequently for external storage of signage and other related
materials. This open area provides a setback of 3.5 metres from the enclosed wall of the addition to
the boundary with the adjoining Residential Zone. A combination of a boundary wall of 3.1 metres in
height and Colorbond fencing of 2.4 metres in height are proposed to screen the western boundary,
with additional screening to be provided by proposed landscaping. This landscaping comprises four
Manchurian pear trees which are to be situated within a 0.6 metre wide landscaping strip in the
north-western corner of the subject land.
The proposal does not involve a change in the existing operating hours, delivery hours or waste
arrangements of the business.
Refer Attachment III
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Properties notified:

15 properties were notified during the Category 2 public
notification process.

Representations:

2 representations were received by Council: 1 in support; 1
in opposition.

Persons wishing to be
heard:

C Carillo & V Alfonzo

List of representations:

Refer Attachment IV

Applicant’s response:

The applicant did not provide a response, however the
proposal was amended to attempt to address some of the
concerns raised by the opposing representor.

ZONE & POLICY AREA ASSESSMENT
The relevant objectives, desired character and principles of development control of the Industry
Zone and Industry/Commerce Policy Area 5 are listed in the following table and discussed in further
detail below:
Industry
Objective 1

A zone primarily accommodating a wide range of industrial, warehouse,
storage and transport land uses.

Satisfies
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PDC 1

The following forms of development are envisaged in the zone:
▪ industry
▪ transport distribution
▪ warehouse.

Satisfies

PDC 2

Development listed as non-complying is generally inappropriate

Satisfies

PDC 3

Development should not be undertaken unless it is consistent with the
desired character for the zone.

Satisfies

PDC 5

Building facades facing land zoned for residential purposes should not
contain openings or entrance ways that would result in the transmission
of noise that would adversely affect the residential amenity.

Partially Satisfies
Refer to assessment
below.

PDC 6

Any external plant and equipment (including a chimney stack or airconditioning plant) should be sited as far as possible from adjoining
non-industrially zoned allotments, and should be designed to minimise
its effect on the amenity of the locality.

Satisfies
None proposed.

Zone Objectives & Principles Assessment
The existing land use is an accepted and approved use within the Zone and shall continue. In
relation to Principle 5, the façade which faces the Residential Zone does not contain an opening,
albeit a roller door is proposed on the northern face of the existing building to provide access to the
remaining external area. Council have been advised that this roller door is expected to remain
closed for a large majority of the time, and that the existing business produces limited noise.
Therefore the transmission of noise through the roller door opening shall be infrequent and of low
impact. The adjoining property is also shielded from the door opening by a proposed wall extension.

Industry/Commerce Edwardstown Policy Area 5
OBJECTIVES
1 A policy area accommodating industry comprising a range of industrial, business,
commercial, warehouse and storage activities.
2 Development located and designed to have minimal adverse impact on surrounding
uses, especially at the interface with residential zones, and to avoid potential
environmental nuisance or harm.
3 Development that enhances the visual qualities and amenity, especially that
associated with neighbouring residential areas and the streetscapes adjacent arterial
road corridors.
4 Creation of attractive and visually cohesive entrances to the policy area on visually
prominent sites along South Road and Daws Road.
5 Development that contributes to the desired character of the policy area.

Partially Satisfies
Refer to assessment
below.
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Policy Area Objectives Assessment
The proposal is located and designed to reduce its adverse visual impact on the adjoining
residential property to the west, being 49A Dunorlan Road, by locating the bulk of its structure off of
the relevant boundary. However, it is noted that this impact is not ‘minimised’ as sought by Objective
2, nor will it ‘enhance’ the visual quality and amenity of neighbouring residential areas as sought by
Objective 3. The failures in this regard need to be considered on balance with the anticipated forms
of development for the Policy Area, the desired character’s call to foster economically viable
industrial activities, and the existing level of impact already imposed upon the western adjoining
residential property by existing buildings.
Desired Character Assessment
Note: The paragraphs of the desired character statements of Industry/Commerce Policy Area 5 and Precinct 4 Industry
Interface have been rearranged by theme for clarity of assessment, with some irrelevant paragraphs removed. The
original desired character statements can be viewed on pp. 162-163 of the Development Plan.

This policy area includes established industrial areas, some of which are in close proximity to
housing, and predominantly commercial strip development along South Road. South Road in
particular has an intensive commercial character, and is subject to increasingly high traffic volumes.
The level of business activity in the policy area contributes to overflow parking, congestion, and
traffic within side streets commonly affecting adjoining residential areas. This calls for minimisation of
the number of access points onto arterial roads, a restriction on intensive retail uses in the policy
area, and discouragement of excessive traffic movements on side roads connecting with residential
areas. The use of residential streets to provide access for traffic, particularly heavy vehicles,
servicing industrial or commercial development cannot be supported.
The precinct is not suitable for development likely to generate excessive traffic in residential streets,
particularly during normal sleeping hours, such as road transport oriented activities and depots
involving heavy vehicles which are likely to cause significantly increased traffic movement in the
locality, thereby impair the amenity of land in a residential zone.

The impacts discussed by these portions of the desired character, being overflow parking,
congestion and traffic, are not anticipated to be increased by the proposed addition, as its ancillary
storage function to the existing business should not increase employees or visitation to the site.
Existing access arrangements and hours of operation will remain.
There has been considerable conflict, in terms of external impacts of traffic, noise, air pollution and
other factors, between industrial activities in the policy area and the use and enjoyment of nearby
residential areas, with the latter areas afforded only minimal, if any, buffering in many instances. The
policy area’s extensive interface with residential areas calls for special attention to the avoidance of
future land-use conflicts, and where opportunity exists, improvement of existing adverse
environmental conditions. Where existing uses cause, or are liable to cause, adverse impacts on the
amenity of localities, it is important that future development does not prolong or accentuate such
impacts but, instead, incorporates measures to improve amenity, particularly the amenity of land in a
residential zone.
Appropriate location and development of new activities and progressive improvement of site
conditions will serve to buffer and protect the amenity of surrounding residential areas from adverse
effects of industrial and other operations. In order to protect the amenity of land in a residential zone,
development needs to be carefully designed and located.
This precinct identifies land in close proximity to the residential zone. It does not envisage
development that has the potential to detrimentally affect the amenity of land in the residential zones
by virtue of its nature, intensity, emissions, discharges, height, scale, design or appearance, or
generation of heavy traffic.
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Built form and scale in the precinct should respect the neighbouring residential development with
buildings generally being of one storey.

The desired character notes that ‘considerable conflict’ occurs between industrial activities within
the Policy Area and nearby residential areas, due often to minimal buffering between land uses. The
main existing conflict identified in this circumstance is the visual impact and overshadowing caused
by the existing subject building and the adjoining building to the north, which are each built to the
boundary with the Residential Zone at considerable height.
Special attention to the avoidance of future conflicts has been incorporated into the proposed
development, by virtue of its 3.5 metre setback from the Residential Zone boundary to manage its
additional visual impact. The addition’s setback, its lesser single storey scale without parapets, and
the proposed landscaping are all characteristics which have been implemented in consideration of
western adjoining residential amenity. These characteristics of the proposal shall prevent the
complete visual enclosure of the north-eastern portion of the adjoining private open space, and
minimise the extent of its open sky loss to the east.
The existing rear yard of the subject land is used for the storage of miscellaneous materials and is
kept in an untidy condition. The proposed addition will enable the orderly and contained storage of
materials related to the business and improve site conditions.
Assessment of the potential environmental impacts of a development is a necessary precursor to
determination of a suitable location if one exists within the policy area. It is also integral to good
environmental design which achieves containment of undesirable impacts.
Some industrial, storage and other activities, due to their anticipated emission impacts, will need to
be well removed from residential zone boundaries. Based on their greater recommended separation
distances from housing, some will not be suitable anywhere in the policy area.

The existing approved use shall continue. The maximum extent of emissions emitted by the existing
business are moderate, occasional noise generated by printers and other signwriting equipment.
The proposed storage addition itself is not anticipated to produce any additional noise. It is
acknowledged that the proposed roller door to provide access the proposed external storage area
adjacent the Residential Zone may enable the increased transmission of such noise whilst the roller
door is open. Council have been advised that the external storage area shall be used infrequently,
and the door kept closed when access is not required. Therefore, the additional emissions impact is
considered to be limited, and does not warrant further removal from the Residential Zone boundary.
At the same time, the policy area’s economic function and vitality relies on fostering and developing
a range of viable and efficient industrial and commercial activities. Fulfilment of this aim depends, in
part, on preventing the encroachment on sites suitable for a wider range of industries (by virtue of
greater separation from residential areas) by uses (eg certain offices) likely to be incompatible with,
or require protection from, the impacts of such industries. Conversely, any commercial, light
industrial or other activities likely to be adversely affected by general industries are appropriate at or
near the periphery of the policy area (provided they are compatible with the use of adjoining zones).
This area is more focused towards and suitable for warehouses, offices, storage, consulting rooms,
small-scale shops and offices, and low-impact industrial uses, which are compatible with nearby
uses.

The existing use is considered to be a low-impact industrial use, and its location adjacent the
Residential Zone is considered to be appropriate. The proposed addition shall formalise the storage
capabilities of the existing use, assisting to maintain the policy area’s economic function and vitality
through fostering a more viable and efficient activity on the subject land.
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Industry/Commerce Policy Area 5
PDC 1

The following forms of development are envisaged in the policy area:
▪ commercial uses
▪ industry
▪ office
▪ storage
▪ warehouse.

Satisfies

PDC 2

Development should be located, designed and accommodate activities
of a scale and intensity to minimise undesirable impacts on the
environment and the locality.

Satisfies

PDC 3

Industrial development, service trade premises or a motor repair station
should be located only where noise, odour and other air quality
emissions satisfy relevant environmental performance standards,
especially those set out in Environment Protection Policies.

Satisfies

PDC 5

Development should not be undertaken unless it is consistent with the
desired character for the policy area.

Partially Satisfies

PDC 7

Development should provide landscaped areas comprising at least 10
per cent of the site area and having a minimum width of 1 metre or 3
metres where the site abuts a road, a reserve or a residential zone.

Does Not Satisfy

Precinct 4 Industry Interface
PDC 9

Development should not be undertaken unless it is consistent with the
desired character for the precinct.

Partially Satisfies

PDC 10

The following forms of development are envisaged in the precinct:
▪ consulting room
▪ low-impact industrial use
▪ office
▪ storage
▪ warehouse.

Satisfies

PDC 11

Buildings should not exceed 8 metres in height from natural ground level.

Satisfies
5.47m (eastern side)
4.97m (western side)

PDC 12

Buildings adjacent residential zones should be of a height and scale to
protect the residential amenity of neighbouring dwellings and their private
open space and be setback from side and rear boundaries so that no part of
the building extends beyond the building envelope shown in the figure below:

Partially Satisfies
Refer to assessment
comments below.
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Assessment
The proposed addition reaches a maximum height of 5.47 metres adjacent the eastern boundary,
which is the Industry Zone. This maximum height is notably lesser than the maximum building
height of 8 metres permitted by Policy Area Principle 11. It demonstrates a wall height of between
4.32 metres and 4.97 metres at a side setback of 3.5 metres adjacent the western boundary with
the Residential Zone. While it is acknowledged that it fails to satisfy the building envelope sought by
Policy Area Principle 12, the extent of the shortfall is not considered to be significant, given that the
height and scale should protect the residential amenity of neighbouring dwellings and their private
open space. The extent of the shortfall against the envelope is illustrated in Figure 3 below. While
not applicable in this instance, it is worthwhile to note that the Residential Zone permits a wall height
of up to 6 metres at a side setback of 2 metres, which is included for reference in the figure below.
Figure 3: A cross-section of the proposed building envelope near the Residential Zone boundary against that
sought by Policy Area Principle 12, with the minimum side setback permitted by the Residential Zone included
for reference.
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Figure 3 does not include the proposed 3.1 metre high boundary wall proposed adjacent to the roller
door. Given that this section of wall is located entirely adjacent to the 49A Dunorlan’s side path,
which itself is adjacent the dwelling’s garage with no side-facing windows, the subject boundary wall
is not considered to pose an unreasonable impact on adjoining property.
It is noted that the proposal does not involve a landscaping area of 10 percent of the site area, or 3
metres in width adjacent the Residential Zone as sought by Policy Area Principle 7. The proposed
landscaping forms a marginal percentage of the site area, and is 0.6 metres in width. While the
landscaped area is of limited size and width, it proposes four Manchurian pear trees which are
anticipated to demonstrate a vertical growth profile once mature, which shall provide visual relief to
the adjoining property. It is also noted that the subject provision has limited applicability to an
existing site where the majority of the land has already been developed, which reduces the potential
for landscaping to be practically accommodated as desired. Therefore, while limited in size, the
proposed landscaping is considered ample in context of the proposal and the needs of the western
adjoining property.

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT
The relevant principles of development control from the Marion Council Development Plan are listed
and assessed in the following table:
Principles of Development Control:

Assessment:

Industrial Development
Any building or structure on, or abutting the boundary of, a non-industrial
zone (other than industrial development on or near the boundary between
the Urban Employment Zone and Suburban Activity Node Zone) should be
restricted to a height of 3 metres above ground level at the boundary and a
plane projected at 31 degrees above the horizontal into the development
site from that 3 metre height, as shown in the following diagram:

Not Applicable
This provision conflicts with and is
superseded by Policy Area Principle 12.

General Section: Industrial Development: PDC 2

Industrial development abutting an arterial road, a non-industrial zone
boundary, or significant open space should be developed in a manner that
does not create adverse visual impacts on the locality.
General Section: Industrial Development: PDC 4

Satisfies
The visual impact imposed by the
development is not considered to result
in unreasonably adverse impacts.
While the development shall not
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improve the outlook of 49A Dunorlan’s
private open space, it is considered to
be of sufficient setback to appropriately
reduce the bulk and scale imposed.

Building facades facing a non-industrial zone, public road, or public open
space should:
(a) use a variety of building finishes
(b) not consist solely of metal cladding
(c) contain materials of low reflectivity
(d) incorporate design elements to add visual interest
(e) avoid large expanses of blank walls.
General Section: Industrial Development: PDC 5

Industrial development should occur in a manner that minimises significant
adverse impact on adjoining uses due to hours of operation, traffic, noise,
fumes, smell, dust, paint or other chemical over-spray, vibration, glare or
light spill, electronic interference, ash or other harmful or nuisance-creating
impacts.
General Section: Industrial Development: PDC 6

Landscaping should be incorporated as an integral element of industrial
development along non-industrial zone boundaries.

Partially Satisfies
The portion of the façade which faces
the Residential Zone is to be clad in
Colorbond, coloured ‘woodland grey’,
which will be low in reflectivity. A
Colorbond fence and boundary wall are
also located on the Residential Zone
boundary. The Colorbond fence is to be
‘woodland grey’, while the boundary
wall shall be standard grey concrete
blockwork. Therefore, while metal
cladding shall comprise the majority of
material presentation to the Residential
Zone, there is sufficient variety in form
and material to avoid large expanses of
blank walls. The proposed addition is
also of limited length, forming 7.87
metres between the rear of the existing
building and the rear boundary, offering
a small section of contrast to the
existing grey concrete walls on the
northern and eastern boundaries of
49A Dunorlan.

Satisfies
The only additional impact identified in
this regard is the noise potentially
transmitted from within the workshop
through the proposed roller door whilst
it is open. This shall be infrequent and
of limited nuisance. The choice of
cladding should not result in glare.

Satisfies
A landscaping strip is proposed along
the non-industrial zone boundary.

General Section: Industrial Development: PDC 7

Design & Appearance
Buildings should reflect the desired character of the locality while
incorporating contemporary designs that have regard to the following:
(a) building height, mass and proportion
(b) external materials, patterns, colours and decorative elements
(c) roof form and pitch
(d) façade articulation and detailing
(e) verandas, eaves, parapets and window screens.

Satisfies

General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 1

Buildings should be sited with respect to side and rear property boundaries
to:
(a) maintain or enhance the amenity of adjoining properties in terms of
noise, privacy and sunlight
(b) minimise the impact of bulk and scale of development on adjoining
properties
(c) maintain the character of the locality in regards to the patterns of space

Partially Satisfies
(a) The proposed addition is not
expected to further contribute to
additional overshadowing impacts on
49A Dunorlan. While impacts on 45
Dunorlan shall increase in afternoon
hours, the property is within the
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between buildings (to the side and rear) and the opportunity for
landscaping.

Industry Zone where no minimum
setback applies.

General Section: Design and Appearance: PDC 2

(b) The bulk and scale of the proposal
on the 49A Dunorlan is reduced by
virtue of the proposal’s separation from
the subject boundary. Northern and
eastern adjoining properties are within
the Industry Zone where no minimum
setback applies.
(c) The proposal is considered to
maintain the patterns of space within
the locality, noting that no minimum
setback applies to side or rear
boundaries within the Industry Zone,
and that existing industrial development
is constructed to boundaries. A setback
is provided to the Residential Zone
boundary.

The external walls and roofs of buildings should not incorporate highly
reflective materials which will result in glare to neighbouring properties,
drivers or cyclists.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 3

Overshadowing
The design and location of buildings should enable direct winter sunlight
into adjacent dwellings and private open space and minimise the
overshadowing of:
(a) windows of habitable rooms
(b) upper-level private balconies that provide the primary open space area
for a dwelling
(c) solar collectors (such as solar hot water systems and photovoltaic
cells).

Satisfies
The choice of cladding towards the
western adjoining property, and
standard grey blockwork to other
boundaries should not result in glare.
Satisfies
The proposed addition is not expected
to further reduce winter sunlight into the
dwelling at 49A Dunorlan or its private
open space. While impacts on the
dwelling and private open space of 45
Dunorlan shall increase in afternoon
hours, the property is within the
Industry Zone where no minimum
setback applies.

General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 9

Except where otherwise specified in a zone, policy area or precinct,
development should ensure that:
(a) north-facing windows to living rooms of existing dwelling(s) on the
same allotment, and on adjacent allotments, receive at least 3 hours of
direct sunlight over a portion of their surface between 9 am and 3 pm on
the 21 June
(b) ground level private open space of existing buildings receive direct
sunlight for a minimum of 2 hours between 9 am and 3 pm on 21 June to
at least the smaller of the following:
(i) half of the existing ground level private open space
(ii) 35 square metres of the existing ground level private open space
(c) where overshadowing already exceeds the requirements contained in
part (b), development should not increase the area overshadowed.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 10

Satisfies
North-facing windows to habitable
rooms of existing dwellings on adjacent
allotments are anticipated to receive at
least 3 hours of direct sunlight over a
portion of their surface between 9 am
and 3 pm on the 21 June.
Some shadow will be cast into the
eastern adjoining property in afternoon
hours. With the existing overshadowing
impact of the northern adjoining
building in mind, the proposed addition
is not expected to cast additional
shadow into the western adjoining
property during morning hours.
Shadow cast into the eastern adjoining
property only begins in afternoon hours.
Consequently, the extent of shadow
cast onto habitable windows and
private open spaces of adjacent
properties complies with Design and
Appearance Principles 9 and 10.
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Outdoor Storage and Service Areas
Outdoor storage, loading and service areas should be:
(a) screened from public view by a combination of built form, solid fencing
and/or landscaping
(b) conveniently located and designed to enable the manoeuvring of
service and delivery vehicles
(c) sited away from sensitive land uses.
General Section: Design & Appearance: PDC 21

Satisfies
(a) The external storage area is
proposed to be screened from the
western adjoining property by a 3.1
metre wall and 2.4 metre high
Colorbond fence for portions of its
length respectively. A landscaping strip
proposing four Manchurian pear trees is
also proposed.
(b) The roller door provides access for
a vehicle if required.
(c) While it is located adjacent the
private open space of 49A, the adjacent
portion of the dwelling’s private open
space comprises a rear-facing garage
door, a shed and water tanks. The main
outlook from within internal living areas
of the dwelling are to the north-west
which shall be unaffected. The external
storage area will be infrequently
accessed.

Interface Between Land Uses
Development should not detrimentally affect the amenity of the locality or
cause unreasonable interference through any of the following:
(a) the emission of effluent, odour, smoke, fumes, dust or other airborne
pollutants
(b) noise
(c) vibration
(d) electrical interference
(e) light spill
(f) glare
(g) hours of operation
(h) traffic impacts.

Satisfies
The only additional impact identified is
the noise potentially transmitted from
within the workshop through the
proposed roller door whilst it is open.
This shall be infrequent and of limited
nuisance. The choice of cladding
should not result in glare.

General Section: Interface Between Land Uses: PDC 1

Development should be sited and designed to minimise negative impacts
on existing and potential future land uses desired in the locality.
General Section: Interface Between Land Uses: PDC 2

Partially Satisfies
The eastern adjoining property, being
located in an Industry Zone, is desired
to be developed for industrial purposes,
and could potentially be developed to
the boundary with the subject land.
The siting of the proposal in relation to
the western boundary has been
discussed in assessment against other
more descriptive provisions. It is not
anticipated that further impact could be
caused to the western adjoining
property as a result of potential future
residential development on that site,
with its density already maximised
against current provisions.

Development adjacent to a Residential Zone should be designed to
minimise overlooking and overshadowing of adjacent dwellings and private
open space.
General Section: Interface Between Land Uses: PDC 3

Satisfies
Overlooking shall not occur; potential
for additional overshadowing has been
discussed above.
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Residential development adjacent to non-residential zones and land uses
should be located, designed and/or sited to protect residents from potential
adverse impacts from non-residential activities.
General Section: Interface Between Land Uses: PDC 4

Non-residential development on land abutting a residential zone should be
designed to minimise noise impacts to achieve adequate levels of
compatibility between existing and proposed uses.
General Section: Interface Between Land Uses: PDC 6

Not Applicable
Not applicable, as residential
development is not proposed within this
application. However, it is noted that, in
context of the proposal, the western
adjoining residential development (49A
Dunorlan) is sited in such a way that
the rear corner of its private open
space is susceptible to potential
impacts from adjoining industrial
activities.

Satisfies
The addition shall enclose the majority
of the existing rear storage area from
the abutting residential zone, thereby
reducing noise impacts. It is noted that
the remaining portion of the external
storage area shall abut the Residential
Zone, but is to be accessed
infrequently. Noise impacts shall only
occur while it is accessed. The
proposed fencing shall ensure the
storage area is appropriately screened
and maintain adequate compatibility
between uses.

General Section: Interface Between Land Uses: PDC 7

Satisfies
The maximum extent of emissions
emitted by the existing business are
moderate, occasional noise generated
by printers and other signwriting
equipment. The proposed storage
addition itself is not anticipated to
produce any additional noise.

Development with the potential to emit significant noise (e.g. industry)
should incorporate noise attenuation measures that prevent noise from
causing unreasonable interference with the amenity of noise sensitive
premises.

Satisfies
The existing business does not emit
significant noise, and operates during
normal business hours only.

Noise Generating Activities
Development that emits noise (other than music noise) should include
noise attenuation measures that achieve the relevant Environment
Protection (Noise) Policy criteria when assessed at the nearest existing
noise sensitive premises.

General Section: Interface Between Land Uses: PDC 8

Transportation and Access
Vehicle Parking
Development should provide off-street vehicle parking and specifically
marked accessible car parking places to meet anticipated demand in
accordance with Table Mar/2 - Off-street Vehicle Parking Requirements.
General Section: Transportation and Access: PDC 34

Satisfies
Against the car parking rates of Table
Mar/2, the existing workshop requires
6.7 car parks, whilst the existing office
component requires 2 car parks. This
requires a total of 8.7 parks.
The existing premises contains 5
dedicated off-street parking spaces
which are located forwards of the office
component. The applicant has advised
that there is space for informal off-street
parking within the driveway of the
premises and within the workshop itself,
however these are not designated
parking spaces.
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According to Carrabs Nominees Pty Ltd
v City of Burnside [2003] SAERDC 115,
an existing shortfall of car parking is
lawful and cannot weigh against the
consideration of a proposed
development. However, if a proposed
development were to exacerbate that
shortfall then it is unlikely to warrant
approval.
The applicant has advised that the
addition shall be for the purposes of
storage in association to the operations
of the existing business. It shall enclose
and formalise an existing rear yard
which is currently used as an informal
storage area for miscellaneous items.
The applicant has advised that there
are no plans for any additional
employees as a result of the
development.
Subsequently, the proposal is not
considered to exacerbate the existing
shortfall. Therefore, the existing
shortfall cannot weigh against the
consideration of the proposed
development.

Development should be consistent with Australian Standard AS: 2890 Parking facilities.

Existing parking arrangements
unchanged.

General Section: Transportation and Access: PDC 35

Crime Prevention
Buildings should be designed to minimise and discourage access between
roofs, balconies and windows of adjoining dwellings.

Satisfies

General Section: Crime Prevention: PDC 8

Landscaping, Fences and Walls
Development should incorporate open space and landscaping in order to:
(a) complement built form and reduce the visual impact of larger buildings
(eg taller and broader plantings against taller and bulkier building
components)
(b) enhance the appearance of road frontages
(c) screen service yards, loading areas and outdoor storage areas
(d) minimise maintenance and watering requirements
(e) enhance and define outdoor spaces, including car parking areas
(f) provide shade and shelter
(g) assist in climate control within buildings
(h) maintain privacy
(i) maximise stormwater re-use
(j) complement existing native vegetation
(k) contribute to the viability of ecosystems and species
(l) promote water and biodiversity conservation.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 1
Landscaping should:
(a) include the planting of locally indigenous species where appropriate
(b) be oriented towards the street frontage
(c) result in the appropriate clearance from powerlines and other

Satisfies
The proposal incorporates a
landscaping strip with Manchurian pear
trees which shall assist in reducing the
visual impact of the proposed addition
and screen the proposed outdoor
storage area from the adjoining
residential property.
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infrastructure being maintained.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 2
Landscaped areas along road frontages should have a width of not less
than 2 metres and be protected from damage by vehicles and pedestrians.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 3
Landscaping should not:
(a) unreasonably restrict solar access to adjoining development
(b) cause damage to buildings, paths and other landscaping from root
invasion, soil disturbance or plant overcrowding
(c) introduce pest plants
(d) increase the risk of bushfire
(e) remove opportunities for passive surveillance
(f) increase autumnal leave fall in waterways
(g) increase the risk of weed invasion.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 4

Fences and walls, including retaining walls, should:
(a) not result in damage to neighbouring trees
(b) be compatible with the associated development and with existing
predominant, attractive fences and walls in the locality
(c) enable some visibility of buildings from and to the street to enhance
safety and allow casual surveillance
(d) incorporate articulation or other detailing where there is a large
expanse of wall facing the street
(e) assist in highlighting building entrances
(f) be sited and limited in height, to ensure adequate sight lines for
motorists and pedestrians especially on corner sites
(g) in the case of side and rear boundaries, be of sufficient height to
maintain privacy and/or security without adversely affecting the visual
amenity or access to sunlight of adjoining land
(h) be constructed of non-flammable materials.
General Section: Landscaping, Fences & Walls: PDC 5

Satisfies
The proposed Colorbond fence of 2.4
metres in height on the rear portion of
the western boundary with the
Residential Zone is considered to be
compatible with the scale of existing
structures at that location. The existing
fence is approximately 2 metres in
height. An existing shed and water tank
are located on the residential side of
the boundary and attain a height above
the top of the existing fence-line. The
increase in fence height shall assist in
maintaining privacy and security, and is
not considered to adversely affect the
visual amenity or access to sunlight of
adjoining land.

TABLE DISCUSSION
The proposal satisfies a majority of the applicable principles of development control contained within
the Marion Council Development Plan. However, the following non-compliance is noted and
discussed in further detail below:
•

Encroachment over maximum building envelope
Policy Area Principle 12

The addition’s encroachment over the maximum building envelope specified by Policy Area
Principle 12 is noted. The building envelope diagram seeks a maximum building height of 3.5
metres at a minimum side setback of 4 metres from the Residential Zone boundary, increasing
inwards at a 45 degree plane to a maximum height of 8 metres. The western side of the
proposed addition demonstrates a height of between 4.32 metres and 4.97 metres at a side
setback of 3.5 metres from the Residential Zone boundary. The extent of this encroachment is
illustrated in Figure 3, which has been copied for ease of reference below.
The extent of the shortfall against the specified building envelope is not considered to be
significant, given that the height and scale of the proposal should nevertheless protect the
amenity of the western adjoining dwelling and its private open space. As discussed within the
body of this report, no additional overshadowing impact is anticipated due to the existing impact
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caused by the northern adjoining building which is constructed to the boundary. Further, the
setback is considered to provide sufficient visual separation and minimise the extent of open sky
loss. The plantings of Manchurian pear trees within the proposed landscaping strip shall also
assist in further reducing and softening the impact of the proposed built form.
While not applicable in this instance, it is worthwhile to note that the Residential Zone permits a
wall height of up to 6 metres at a side setback of 2 metres, which is included for reference in
Figure 3. Therefore, the Development Plan anticipates a bulk and scale of greater height and
proximity within a Residential Zone. The visual impact of the subject proposal is comparably
lesser.
Figure 3: A cross-section of the proposed building envelope near the Residential Zone boundary against
that sought by Policy Area Principle 12, with the minimum side setback permitted by the Residential Zone
included for reference.

For the reasons discussed above, this shortfall is not considered to be fatal when considered on
balance with the overall merit of the application.

REPRESENTOR’S CONCERNS
The concerns raised by the opposing representor in relation to additional overshadowing and visual
impact on their property are considered to have been sufficiently addressed by the amended plans
received since their representation. Through the discussion and assessment within the body of this
report, I have concluded that the proposal is satisfactory in relation to these matters, as well as the
other matters raised including noise and traffic.
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While the representor was provided with a copy of amended plans to this effect, they have chosen
not to withdraw their representation.
The representor has also raised concerns over construction risks and hazards, as well as the
potential economic impact on the financial value of their home. While these concerns are noted, a
planning assessment under the Development Act 1993 does not allow consideration of these
matters and hence are outside the scope of this assessment.

CONCLUSION
The proposed addition to the existing use is considered to be an appropriate form of development
for the Zone, Policy Area and Precinct. While the shortfall in building envelope is noted, for the
reasons discussed within the report, this shortfall is not considered to be fatal when considered on
balance with the overall merit of the application.
As a result of the above considerations, it is my view that the proposed development is not seriously
at variance to the Marion Council Development Plan, in accordance with Section 35 (2) of the
Development Act 1993. Further, the proposed development sufficiently accords with the relevant
provisions of the Marion Council Development Plan, and warrants Development Plan Consent
subject to conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION
Having considered all relevant planning matters in relation to the subject development
application:
(a)

The Panel note this report and concur with the findings and reasons for the
recommendation;

(b)

The Panel concur that the proposed development is not seriously at variance to the
Marion Council Development Plan, in accordance with Section 35 (2) of the
Development Act 1993; and

(c)

That Development Plan Consent for Development Application No: 100/1244/2018 for the
construction of an addition to an existing building (general industry) at 47 Dunorlan
Road, Edwardstown be GRANTED subject to the following conditions:

RESERVED MATTER
Pursuant to Section 33(3) of the Development Act, Council RESERVES its decision in relation
to the following matter and conditions. Development Approval cannot be issued by the
Council unless and until it has assessed such matters and granted its consent in respect
thereof.
1.

A fully engineered site works and drainage plan shall be provided to Council for
consideration and approval prior to Development Approval being issued. This plan
must detail top of kerb level, existing ground levels throughout the site and on adjacent
land, proposed bench levels and finished floor levels, the extent of cut/fill required, the
location and height of proposed retaining walls, driveway gradients, and the location of
all existing street infrastructure and street trees.

Pursuant to Section 33(3) of the Development Act 1993 the Council reserves its decision on
the form and substance of any further conditions of development plan consent that it
considers appropriate to impose in respect of the reserved matter outlined above.
CONDITIONS
1.

The development shall proceed in accordance with the plans and details submitted
with and forming part of Development Application No. 100/1244/2018, except when
varied by the following conditions of consent.

2.

Landscaping as identified on the approved plan shall be planted prior to the use of the
addition and be nurtured and maintained in good health and condition at all times with
any diseased or dying plants being replaced, to the reasonable satisfaction of the
Council.

3.

Driveways, car parking spaces, manoeuvring areas and landscaping areas shall not be
used for the storage or display of any goods, materials or waste at any time.

4.

All external lighting of the site, including car parking areas and buildings, shall be
located, directed, shielded and of an intensity not exceeding lighting in adjacent public
streets, so as not to cause nuisance or loss of amenity to any person beyond the site to
the reasonable satisfaction of the Council.
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5.

All goods and materials placed in the area designated for the outside storage of goods
and materials shall be kept in a tidy manner and condition at all times.

6.

At no time shall any stored goods, products or materials be visible above the height of
the fence and/or screen surrounding the storage area(s).

7.

At no time shall any goods, materials or waste be stored in designated car parking
areas, driveways, manoeuvring spaces or landscaping.

8.

The proposed roller door shall remain closed at all times unless when required for
access to the external storage area.

NOTES
1.

Dust emissions from the site during construction shall be controlled by a dust
suppressant or by watering regularly to the reasonable satisfaction of the Council.

2.

All runoff and stormwater from the subject site during the construction phase must be
either contained on site or directed through a temporary sediment trap or silt fence,
prior to discharge to the stormwater system, to the reasonable satisfaction of the
Council. (Acceptable ways of controlling silt and runoff during construction can be
found in the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Code of Practice issued by the
Environment Protection Authority).

3.

All hard waste must be stored on-site in such a manner so as to prevent any materials
entering the stormwater system either by wind or water action.

4.

Any portion of Council’s infrastructure damaged as a result of work undertaken on the
allotment or associated with the allotment must be repaired/reinstated to Council’s
satisfaction at the developer’s expense.

5.

Noise from devices and/or activities on the subject site should not impair or impinge on
the amenity of neighbours at any time. This includes noise generated from plant and
equipment (including those servicing the building such as air-conditioning), as well as
noise generated from activities such as loading and unloading of goods and/or waste.
The Environment Protection Authority has restrictions relating to the control of noise in
the urban environment. Further information is available by phoning the Environment
Protection Authority on 8204 2000.

Attachments
Attachment I:
Attachment II:
Attachment III:
Attachment IV:

Certificate of Title
Aerial Photograph & Site Locality Plan
Proposal Plan and supporting documentation
Statement of Representations
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REPORT REFERENCE: CAP060319 -2.3
CITY OF MARION
COUNCIL ASSESSMENT PANEL AGENDA
FOR MEETING TO BE HELD ON
WEDNESDAY 6 MARCH 2019

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS OF MANAGER DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Reason for confidentiality
It is recommended that this Report be considered in CONFIDENCE in accordance with Clause
13(2)(a) of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Regulations, which permits the meeting to
be closed to the public for business relating to the following:
(viii)
(ix)

provision of legal advice;
information relating to actual litigation, or litigation that the assessment panel believes on
reasonable grounds will take place

Recommendation
1. The Council Assessment Panel orders pursuant to Clause 13(2)(a) of the Planning,
Development and Infrastructure Regulations, that the public, with the exception of the
Manager of Development and Regulatory Services, Team Leader - Planning, Development
Officer – Planning, and other staff so determined, be excluded from attendance at so much of
the meeting as is necessary to receive, discuss and consider in confidence, information
contained within the confidential reports submitted by the Assessment Manager of the Council
Assessment Panel.
2. Under Clause 14 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Regulations, an order be
made that Item 2.3 including the report, attachments and discussions having been dealt with
in confidence under Clause 13(2)(a) of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure
Regulations, shall be kept in confidence until a decision of the Environment, Resources and
Development Court relevant to the item is made.
3. Further, that at completion of the confidential session, the meeting be re-opened to the public.

